THE ELIASON® SR-9000R

The Perfect Choice for Warehouses
and Light Industrial Applications.

SR-9000R IMPACT TRAFFIC DOOR
The Eliason SR-9000R door is perfect for applications where heavy cart or motorized pallet jack traffic is present.
The SR-9000R combines a .125” thick rotationally molded LLDPE shell, 1” x 1” tubular steel reinforcements and
a Non-CFC urethane core to create one of the toughest, most durable, and environmentally friendly doors
available. SR-9000R doors operate on the Eliason V-Cam hinging system with ductile iron V-cam and pillow
block and solid cast aluminum upper and lower hinge posts
for years of trouble-free service.

Eliason SR-9000R Doors

product features
& specifications

The Perfect Fit for Heavy
Duty Applications
The SR-9000R features one-piece rotationally
molded LLDPE polyethylene outer shell combined
with heavy duty internal tubular steel reinforcement
on both the leading and jamb edges and a Non-CFC
urethane foam core to ensure panel strength and
integrity.
The outer surface of the SR-9000R is .125” thick
LLDPE polyethylene making it moisture resistant and
one of the toughest doors on the market.
SR-9000R doors feature a heavy duty V-Cam
hinging system with permanently sealed roller
bearings for smooth, reliable operation.
The SR-9000R is available with optional spring
assist for high draft applications, aluminum or steel
lower hinge guards, 180 degree V-Cam hardware
and Easy Spring Bumpers.
Non-CFC urethane foam core provides an “R” value
of 10.83

Specifications
DOOR BODY: Overall door panel
thickness is 1.875”. Rotationally molded
LLDPE polyethylene outer surface is .125”
thick. The leading and back edges of the
door panel are reinforced with internal
tubular steel. Non-CFC urethane core is
permanently bonded to the outer surface,
creating an R-Value of 10.83. Gasket seals
are provided on the leading edge, optional
full perimeter gaskets are available.
FINISH: .125” thick monolithic rotationally
molded LLDPE polyethylene available in
14 colors.

HINGES: Heavy duty upper V-Cam hinging system comes
complete with permanently sealed roller bearings. Bottom
hinge comes complete with zinc plated ductile iron pillow block,
UHMW sleeve and a solid cast aluminum lower hinge adapter.
Optional stainless steel V-Cam and pillow block available.
WINDOWS: Impact resistant polycarbonate single pane
vision panel is standard, optional double pane is available.
Consult factory for sizes available.
OPTIONS: Available with optional Easy Spring Bumpers,
aluminum or steel jamb guards, spring assist and 180 degree
V-Cam hinges.
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